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Introduction
The use of composite materials, such as fibre reinforced polymers (FRPs) has been increasing rapidly in several industries including aerospace, automotive and renewable energy, due to the superior specific strength and stiffness of these materials over their metallic counterparts. However, because of their limited operation temperatures, poor wear resistance and relatively low through-thickness strength, composites are often used in combination with metals in primary structural components. The performance of such hybrid structures can be enhanced by the use of metal-composite 'hybrid joints'-i.e. those combining adhesion and mechanical interlocking. This is particularly the case for the manufacture of lightweight struts and shafts in aerospace applications, and more recently also in high-end automotive applications.
In order to enhance the through-thickness properties of FRPs and the interfacial properties between metal and composite, 'structured' surfaces may be used, i.e. those containing patterns of relatively small protrusions which do not incur significant weight penalty. The design, manufacture and optimisation of hybrid joints with structured metal surfaces has become the focus of much research in recent years. This is mainly attributed to the rapid development of advanced metal manufacturing techniques such as cold metal transfer, electron beam machining, laser beam welding, and more recently additive layer manufacture (ALM), in particular selective laser sintering of metal powders.
Cartié et al. [1] demonstrated how FRP and metallic pins can be used to reinforce laminated composites in the out-ofplane direction through 'crack bridging' mechanisms, drastically improving the effective interlaminar toughness of such materials. Ucsnik et al. [2, 3] investigated the mechanical properties of hybrid metal-composite joints where surface pins were introduced via cold metal transfer, resulting in drastic improvements in tensile strength, failure strain and total energy absorption. Graham et al. [4] trialled several configurations of multi-material hybrid joints produced mainly via laser metal deposition and cold metal transfer. Wang et al. [5] studied hybrid joints between carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP) and titanium Ti-6Al-4V, using the Comeld ™ electron beam machining technology [6] to sculpt surface protrusions which enhanced bond strength considerably. Working with a similar material combination, Kashaev et al. [7] investigated 'laser rivetted' hybrid joints, observing mechanical properties which were comparable to those of traditional riveted joints. Ko et al. [8] characterised hybrid joints made of stainless steel 'z-pins' under fatigue and environmental conditions, with pins being worked mechanically prior to insertion for increased surface roughness and hence improved crack bridging performance.
Nguyen et al. [9] studied hybrid joints between Ti-Ti and Ti-CFRP substrates, with surface features manufactured via selective laser melting (SLM) of metal powders. They found that macro-scale surface features (e.g. dimples or grooves) combined with the inherent roughness of SLM surfaces, resulted in superior bond fracture toughness. These same authors later characterised the pull-out performance of metal-composite joints with SLM surfaces considering various pin geometries and offset angles [10, 11] .
Compared to other techniques, ALM offers the greatest freedom of design and homogeneity of material properties, at the expense of high manufacturing costs and some level of porosity in the final product. The rough surface finish obtained from powder-based ALM-which in most applications is unwanted and requires post-processing steps-is advantageous in the case of hybrid joints as it increases the total surface area of the interface, which in turn improves adhesion [12, 13] .
The references discussed here so far focused on the characterisation of planar joints. Few studies have investigated cylindrical hybrid joints produced via braiding or winding processes. Braiding is a mature technique particularly suitable for the manufacture of high-performance rope-like fibre preforms (2D braiding) or thick-walled preforms (3D braiding) at relatively high production rates. These high rates are possible because large numbers of fibre yarns can be deposited simultaneously, as opposed to the few yarns deposited at once in alternative techniques (e.g. filament winding). In standard 2D braiding, yarns are drawn from bobbins attached to carriers which rotate around a stationary circular frame; equal numbers of bobbins rotate in opposite directions, causing yarns to interlace into a braid pattern. The details of this pattern are defined by the number of bobbins used, spool pattern, mandrel diameter and the 'take-up speed' at which the braid is drawn forward [14] .
Braiding over structured metal surfaces offers the possibility of incorporating advanced joining mechanisms at high production rates. Gude et al. [15] extensively reviewed contemporary manufacturing techniques for the fabrication of composite driveshafts with hybrid end-fittings, and presented several concepts of advanced driveshaft designs. These authors also compared mechanical properties obtained from different braid patterns and manufacturing processes. It was shown that the design of such parts requires not only consideration of different materials and braiding configurations, but also the geometry and positioning of surface features with respect to fibre yarns.
Optimisation of hybrid braided joints is a very complex task, since it involves maximising the load transfer between metal and fibres while also satisfying several manufacturing constraints related to the braiding process. Effective optimisation strategies will therefore require a deep understanding of the braiding process, since predicting and controlling the positioning of yarns over structured surfaces is key for both cost and performance. However, there currently are no modelling tools available to simulate the braiding process over complex structured mandrels accurately and efficiently.
The literature on braiding process modelling is limited; yet previous work can be broadly categorised into two types: geometrical-kinematic models, and those based on Finite Element (FE) analysis. Zhang et al. [16] presented a kinematic model of yarn motion within the 'convergent zone' in a circular braid, focusing on the effects of yarn straightness and frictional forces on final yarn distribution. Kessels and Akkerman [17] and Akkerman and Villa-Rodríguez [18] developed modelling approaches to predict the final fibre angle on complex arbitrary biaxial braided preforms, accompanied by experimental validation. In their work, yarns were assumed perfectly straight and free from interactions with other yarns, so that individual yarns could be analysed independently. Equations for idealised fibre paths at different stages within in the convergent zone were discretised and solved numerically. This approach was later applied to the optimisation of the braiding process [19] .
Braiding simulations based on FE analysis offer several advantages over geometric-kinematic models, including consideration of complex geometries and nonlinear interactions between yarns. In this way, all factors influencing braid quality, such as friction between yarns, sliding contact against the guide ring, and frictional contact against the mandrel are considered as individual variables [20] [21] [22] . The studies however used single chains of beam or bar elements to represent each yarn, and were limited to smooth (i.e. non-structured) mandrels [20] [21] [22] . It should be noted that some complex phenomena observed in reality, such as yarn cross-sectional deformation and yarn splitting around surface protrusions, could not be fully captured. In addition, these analyses [20] [21] [22] appear to have been tailored to the manufacture of specific components, and as such would lack the versatility and scalability required for a more general use. For example, yarns had to be modelled in their entire lengths from the very beginning of the analysis, with several thousands of beam elements stretching out radially away from the guide ring, as if attached to an immense braiding wheel. This may result in great computational cost as well as the possibility of introducing kinematic errors. A fully scalable modelling technique would instead be preferred, especially when simulating long braids and/or multiple overbraids.
The approaches proposed in the literature do not seem suitable for virtual braiding trials over structured mandrels. Numerical modelling cannot be replaced by physical testing either, as it would have to consider an extremely large number of combinations between different braiding parameters and surface patterns. A modelling framework capable of conducting virtual braiding trials on structured mandrels is therefore in high demand. Moreover, if the model can predict detailed material characteristics such as fibre paths and final yarn cross-sections, then numerical models can be built for the virtual testing of final part performance.
In order to develop a better understanding of the braiding process over ALM surfaces, which is required to optimise the process, a systematic approach must be developed for detailed process simulations enabling 'virtual manufacture'. In this paper, a modelling framework is proposed and developed to simulate the process of braiding carbon fibres over structured mandrels, with enough accuracy and resolution to allow studies on the formation of common manufacturing defects, as well as being suitable for future analyses of final part performance.
Although the optimisation of hybrid metal-composite joints is the overarching objective, this article focuses on understanding and modelling the braiding process itself, in particular for mandrels containing detailed surface features. For this reason, the experimental work presented here was conducted using thermoplastic mandrels produced via ALM, instead of metallic ones, so that the modelling techniques could be verified and validated more easily and at a fraction of the cost. As will be discussed later, all modelling techniques described here can be directly applied to metallic mandrels, as long as the correct geometry, material properties, and surface properties are available.
The structure of the article is as follows. Section 2 describes the developed numerical framework including multiple options for the representation of fibre yarns; Sect. 3 presents the experimental setup used in the braiding of structured mandrels; Sect. 4 discusses the correlation between predicted and observed braid patterns; and finally Sect. 5 summarises the main findings, outcomes and areas of ongoing and future work. Figure 1 shows the schematic of a radial braiding machine, the type considered in the present work. Series of warp and weft spools move circumferentially in a counter-rotating fashion along the spool plane (the x-y plane in Fig.1 ) with alternating z-axis translation to allow yarns to interlace. Three characteristic radii are defined, namely R S , R G and R M for the braiding wheel, guide ring and cylindrical mandrel, respectively.
Braiding process modelling
In the present work the braiding process was modelled using the nonlinear explicit-dynamics solver LS-Dyna ® version 9.0 [23] . All methods investigated here shared some common features, namely (1) all metal parts (i.e. cylindrical mandrel, surface protrusions and guide ring) were modelled as rigid bodies; (2) single or multiple strands of beam elements were used to represent individual yarns; and (3) general contact formulations were employed for inter-yarn interactions and contact against metal surfaces. Different strategies were adopted when modelling yarn feed and cross-sectional deformation, as discussed next. 
Finite single-strand (FSS) braiding model
The finite single-strand (FSS) approach is the simplest of all braiding modelling techniques considered here. It is similar to the approaches presented in [19, 20] , which appear to be the only contact-based simulation techniques reported in the open literature for braiding analysis. The FSS approach is therefore included here for completeness. It relies on the use of a single strand of beam elements to represent each yarn; multiple yarns are then modelled in their full lengths from the very beginning of the simulation. A FSS model is shown in Fig. 2 . Strands of linear beam elements are used to represent yarns, while the guide ring and mandrel are modelled as rigid meshed surfaces.
A constant radial force is applied to each yarn to recreate the tension generated by spool and bobbin. Two components of motion are applied to each yarn ends which simulate the movement of carrier, as shown in Fig. 2 . These components were (1) circumferential counter-rotating motion for weft and warp yarns, and (2) out-of-phase sinusoidal z-direction motion for interlacing. The mandrel was then driven along the z-axis at a constant take-up speed V.
Penalty-based contact pairs were defined for yarn-yarn, yarn-ring and yarn-mandrel interactions. Contact penalty stiffnesses were adjusted to avoid excessive interpenetration. In the absence of more accurate estimates, Coulomb friction coefficients for yarn-yarn and yarn-metal contacts were assumed to be 0.5, based primarily on previous work reported in the literature [20] . Future work will focus on characterising these coefficients more accurately, e.g. via inverse modelling of experimental results. Automatic massscaling was employed to reduce the overall run time, defined by a target time step size (based on the Courant limit) of 1 μ s. When employing the FSS method, all beam elements were given a circular cross-section, both for simplicity and consistency with previous work [21, 22] .
Note from Fig. 2 that the effective wheel radius R S decreases as braiding proceeds. This highlights one of the major disadvantages of the FSS method, i.e. it may result in unrealistic boundary conditions being applied to yarns.
Infinite single-strand (ISS) braiding model
In order to offer more realistic braiding boundary conditions, and to improve computational efficiency, it is better to 'feed' beam elements into the simulation as the braiding process evolves. This leads to the Infinite Single-Strand (ISS) yarn modelling approach. Numerical entities called 'beam sources' are used to represent individual bobbins as shown in Fig. 3 . These entities allow for beam elements to be created on demand as the strand is pulled away from the source. New beam elements are created as and where necessary, which reduces simulation run time significantly. Input parameters defining each beam source include their spatial (Cartesian) coordinates and the tensional force 'resisting' strand extension. Figure 3 shows that the motion of bobbins in ISS models follows a similar pattern as before, i.e. circumferential counter-rotation and out-of-phase z-axis translation. However, the effective wheel radius R S is now correct and constant, resulting in more realistic yarn-yarn interactions throughout the braiding process.
All simulations were run on the Linux cluster 'Bluecrystal' at the University of Bristol, which at the time of writing had a total of 3568 compute cores running at 2.6 GHz. A typical 45° braiding simulation over a mandrel length of 450 mm took typically 1 h of wall clock time twhen running on 16 cores.
Tri-axial braids and overbraids
The ISS approach is considerably more efficient than the FSS method and can therefore be used in more complex braiding scenarios. Figure 4a shows an example of tri-axial braiding, i.e. including 0° yarns, obtained by adding extra 'stationary' beam sources along the spool plane. Figure 4b shows the result of an overbraid simulation obtained by running a second analysis step over the existing braid.
Two options have been tested when simulating overbraids. The first consisted of braiding over the previous model directly, by restarting the analysis with a take-up speed of −V . The second option, more accurate but also costlier, was to apply mesh 'post-processing' techniques before each new overbraid was laid.
Post-processing of single-strand braid models
Models based on single strands of beam elements are mostly suitable for the estimation of final braiding angles over smooth mandrels with any cross section shapes. By assuming a constant yarn cross-section, these approaches cannot predict final yarn deformation and/or final fibre coverage accurately. In order to improve the prediction capability of single-strand yarn models, two 'post-processing' techniques were developed as shown in Fig. 5 .
The assembled beam section (ABS) approach consisted of converting single beam elements into bundles of beams which together represent a single yarn. This approach is [24] for the analysis of 3D woven preforms. The ABS procedure was implemented here as a Matlab ® script which read LS-Dyna ® model data and computed nodal coordinates for each new beam in the bundle. The number of beams to be added was defined by the user, and a good balance between geometrical accuracy and computational cost had to be found, leading to the baseline number of 12 beams per bundle. This is obviously far less than the number of fibres in real yarns, so each beam still represents thousands of fibres. The ABS algorithm estimated the yarn cross-sectional deformation based on yarn orientation with respect to the mandrel's surface. Assumptions regarding the average 'spread' of each yarn were controlled by user-defined input. In order to further improve deformation predictions, an optional 'dynamic relaxation' step could be introduced whereby further tension was applied to braided yarns until a final equilibrium configuration was reached. Figure 6b shows an example ABS model obtained from the ISS braid in Fig. 6a .
The Meshed Solid Section (MSS) approach was also based on the work by Green et al. [24] . Yarn cross-sections were represented by meshes of three-dimensional 8-node solid elements, as shown at the bottom-right corner of Fig. 5 . Typically 12 solid elements were used to represent a yearn cross-section, with element lengths (along yarns) equalling the original beam element length. As before, yarn crosssections were assumed to be elliptical, with dimensions controlled by user-defined input parameters. Likewise, a dynamic relaxation step could be added to produce more realistic braid geometries. Figure 6c shows an example MSS model obtained from the same ISS braiding simulation in Fig. 6a. 
Infinite multiple-strand (IMS) braiding model
The post-processing steps described above made several assumptions regarding yarn deformation, and hence required the definition of several input parameters. Furthermore, single-strand yarn models cannot capture yarn splitting which is a common manufacturing defect. To address these shortcomings the Infinite Multiple-Strand (IMS) model 
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was developed, whereby multiple strands of beam elements were used to represent each yarn over the entire braiding simulation.
Every new strand of beams added to the model increases computational cost in proportion to the number of yarns in the braid. In order to minimise computational overhead, parametric studies were conducted by varying the number of strands per yarn. Although more strands resulted in more realistic deformed cross-sections, it was found that three strands per yarn enabled satisfactory predictions of manufacturing defects while still offering acceptable run times. Experimental observations have shown that yarns rarely undergo 'symmetric' splitting; instead they tend to split near one of the 'edges', at least for the pin configurations investigated here. This observation further supports the use of three strands per yarn. An example of the IMS modelling approach is shown in Fig. 7 .
In the IMS model, beam radii and separation distance between strands can be adjusted to match the real yarn width. Moreover, the central strand in a three-strand yarn model may be given a slightly larger radius to better represent an elliptical cross-section. However, for braiding simulations involving structured mandrels, it was found that a constant radius across all strands gave better predictions of yarn splitting. Figure 8 shows typical yarn splitting and twisting predictions using the fixed-radius three-strand IMS approach.
When compared with experimental data, IMS models were found to predict well the density of manufacturing defects.
Braiding experiments

Specimen design
As discussed in Sect. 1, developing a suitable braiding process model is a pre-requisite for the optimisation of hybrid metal-composite shafts. Since the braiding process itself results in relatively small loads being applied to the mandrel, thermoplastic pinned sleeves produced by ALM were used in this work, since their wide availability and low cost meant that several braiding trials could be conducted quickly during the early stages of model development. The use of thermoplastic inserts also facilitates characterisation via X-ray computed tomography (CT), which will be useful when verifying internal layers in overbraids.
These surrogate end-fittings were fabricated by fused deposition of Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene thermoplastic. The process included a sacrificial 'support material' which was chemically removed after the ALM process was complete. Typical fittings used in this work can be seen in Fig. 9a . Multiple ALM 'sleeves' were then fitted on to a rigid aluminium alloy tube as shown in Fig. 9b , with plastic spacers inserted in between sleeves and an end cap added to the tip of the tube. Apart from the aluminium tube, all other components were fabricated via ALM. The end cap also contained small pins to facilitate initial alignment and to prevent slippage during the initial stages of braiding. Single and multiple overbraid trials were conducted. After each test, the fibre preform was 'stabilised' over the mandrel by tying plastic cable ties at the two ends of the mandrel assembly.
Different pin arrangements were considered in this preliminary study, with all pins being pyramidal and rotated by 45° with respect to the braiding axis. The geometry of pins was defined by two parameters, namely the height h and width a as shown in Fig. 10a .
The performance of hybrid joints is believed to be strongly influenced by the shape of surface protrusions, as well as their areal density and spatial arrangement. Higher protrusion densities are expected to promote a more direct load transfer between metal and fibres, as well as greater reinforcement in the through-thickness direction. However, protrusion geometry and arrangement also influence the braiding process, especially the formation of manufacturing defects (e.g. yarn splitting, bridging and twisting) and the final braid thickness.
In this work four different pin configurations were considered as shown in Table 1 . The pin height h was kept constant at 4 mm, and two pin widths were tested, namely 2 and 4 mm. Pin arrangements were based on integer multiples of the average spacing between adjacent weft and wrap yarns for a 50 mm diameter unpinned mandrel. Two pin densities were then considered, resulting in a 'baseline' 150 mm long sleeve containing 54 pins (Fig. 10b) and a high pin-density sleeve with 117 pins (Fig. 10c). 
Braiding equipment and data acquisition
Braiding tests were carried out at the Institute of Lightweight Engineering and Polymer Technology (ILK) at TU Dresden. Their setup, shown in Fig. 11a , consisted of a Herzog ® RF1/288-100, 4.7 m diameter braiding machine in combination with a KUKA ® KR 210 L180-2 robotic arm. The details of the setup are listed in Table 2 .
In order to capture the braiding process from different angles, two C-mount '4k' digital cameras (3840×2160 pixels @ 30 fps) with telephoto lenses were positioned at different points around the braiding wheel as shown in Fig. 11b . The camera at viewpoint 1 was placed directly above the braiding exit to capture the braiding convergence zone. The camera at viewpoint 2 was aligned with the mandrel (i.e. along the z-axis) to capture a projection of the braiding process on to the x-y plane. Braiding trials on both pinned and unpinned mandrels were conducted, and analyses of pin arrangement and braid quality were made. Images taken during the braiding process were then used for model verification and validation.
Results and discussion
Unpinned mandrels
The different modelling strategies discussed in previous sections were first verified against experiments using mandrel assemblies similar to that shown in Fig. 9b , but with unpinned thermoplastic sleeves. FE models were built according to the experimental setup listed in Table 2 , and several virtual braiding trials were conducted.
The 'nominal' braiding angle is set by controlling the ratio between the angular velocity of carriers and the take-up speed. The relationship is [14] , where , R M and V are the rotational speed of carriers, mandrel radius and take-up speed, respectively. However, when analysing model results it is possible to extract 'local' braiding angles for each beam element in the model. Figure 12 shows such data for three different nominal braid angles, namely 30°, 45° and 60°, as predicted by the ISS model on unpinned mandrels (for clarity, data from only one weft and one warp yarn are shown). The apparent 'oscillation' in local braid angles is due to the interlacing of warp and weft beam elements as they go over and under each other. This effect is more noticeable for larger braid angles, as the interlacing 'density' increases. Local braid angles vary widely in the very beginning of the process, as yarns interact with the hemispherical end cap, but quickly converge towards the nominal value. It should be noted that lower nominal braid angles (30° in this case) require the most braid length before Fig. 11 a Braiding setup at TU Dresden, and b camera positions around the braiding wheel (camera 2 displaced temporarily to reveal the guide ring) full convergence (around 200 mm for the 30° case) while larger angles show almost immediate convergence. Figure 13 shows experimental and virtual braids obtained using ISS and IMS models. Very good agreement is observed in terms of final braid patterns and braid angles. It should be noted however that the single-strand modelling approach results in a slight over-prediction of braid thickness and under-prediction of braid coverage, as expected since the single cylindrical beam sections are not accurate representations of real braided yarns. On the other hand, the multiple-strand model resulted in considerably more realistic braid coverage and thickness, as expected, but with simulation run times approximately 2.6 times higher than those using the single-strand approach.
Imagery of braiding 'convergence zones' were also analysed and compared. Figure 14a shows a typical steady-state convergence zone as seen from viewpoint 1, which is then compared with the IMS model prediction in Fig. 14b . Predicted convergence zone lengths were in good agreement with observations; however, considerable variations in yarn spacing were observed in experiments, which can be attributed to local variations in yarn width (affecting local frictional properties), as well as yarn twisting and splitting within the braiding wheel. The FE model predicts a much more regular yarn spacing, since yarn cross-sections are virtually constant, and no twisting or splitting are observed before the convergence zone is reached. Figure 15a and b show observed and predicted yarn spacings, respectively, as seen from viewpoint 2. Again, very good qualitative agreement is obtained, with a more regular interlacing pattern being predicted by the FE model in comparison to real observations, which may be again attributed to local variations in yarn geometry and frictional properties.
Pinned mandrels
Studies on the virtual braiding of pinned mandrels focused primarily on verifying model prediction capabilities in terms of the formation of braiding defects, such as yarn splitting and bridging. Figure 16 compares the quality of single braids over sleeves of low and high pin densities. Both cases show considerable numbers of braid imperfections around pins, predominantly yarn bridging and splitting.
Evidence of the model's prediction capabilities was shown in Fig. 8 , which depicts numerical results for the lower pin density. The IMS model provided good qualitative agreement with experimental observations; full quantitative agreement can only be checked once parameters such as coefficients of friction have been fully identified. When the baseline friction coefficient of 0.5 was used, yarn splitting became the most common manufacturing defect; in order to reproduce the prevalence of yarn bridging seen in experiments, the coefficient of friction between yarns and pins had to be increased to approximately 0.7. This suggests that the surface roughness created by ALM processes contributes to the occurrence of bridging defects, and that artificially high friction coefficients may be required in FE models to compensate for their perfectly smooth surfaces. Figure 17 shows the fibre paths predicted by the IMS model, using baseline friction coefficients, for low and high Fig. 16 Quality of braid over pinned mandrels; a low pin density and b high pin density pin densities. Yarn splitting can be seen in both cases, similar to the experimental observations in Fig. 16 . Once initiated, yarn splits tended to propagate over a number of pins in a row, following the braid angle (45° in this case). Pins disturb the braid pattern and cause variations in local braid angle. This results in small but detectable peaks/troughs in plots of local braid angle, as shown in Fig. 18 for low and high pin densities . The relatively small number of such peaks and troughs, despite the large number of braid imperfections observed, confirms the tendency of yarn splits to span several pins in a row.
In order to gauge the accuracy of the model when predicting the occurrence of braiding defects, the number of pin-led imperfections was counted over each braided sleeve, in experiments and models. Figure 19 compares the percentages of pins causing braid imperfections for both pin densities (because each pinned sleeve in this study had a unique combination of pin geometry and arrangement, the data in Fig. 19 relate to individual configurations and therefore no measures of variability are available). Some discrepancy is observed between model predictions and experimental observations, but both sets of results suggest a lower percentage of defects for the high pin density case.
Possible reasons for the differences between models and experiments include minor variations in local geometry, material properties, contact properties, and test setup. In order to investigate the latter, a parametric study was conducted on the effects of introducing an initial misalignment angle between the pin pattern and the oncoming yarns. Although the sleeves were carefully aligned with respect to the braiding wheel at the start of each experiment, the actual value of in real life is unknown. In the FE models, this misalignment angle was introduced by turning the mandrel slightly about its axis prior to the start of the simulation. Because 36 yarns were used, the braid pattern is expected repeat itself every 10° about the mandrel axis. Therefore, the misalignment angle was varied within the range 0 ≤ < 10
• , in increments of 2.5°, plus a single negative value of − 5° for completion. The resulting percentages of pin defects for the 117-pin sleeve are shown in Figure 20 . The number of observed braiding imperfections appears to be strongly affected by this initial misalignment, being lowest for the IMS model when = 5
• . This suggests that the initial alignment in the model was not optimal, and that the discrepancy between Fig. 19 could, at least in part, be attributed to variations in the test setup. Overall, this study confirmed the inevitability of braiding defects being introduced when pin-like protrusions are present. This is because yarns undergo large numbers of contact interactions during the braiding process, including extensive frictional sliding within the convergence zone, which cause random variations in yarn positioning with respect to pins. Consequently, defect-free braids could not be obtained even is simulations. However, the models presented here can be used in the future in a more rigorous statistical characterisation of braid quality and sensitivity to unknown variables.
Conclusions
Series of experimental and numerical studies were carried out to investigate the braiding of metal-fibre hybrid joints for the manufacture of high-performance hybrid driveshafts. Nonlinear finite element models of full braiding/overbraiding processes were created using single or multiple strands of beam elements for each yarn, and accounting for yarn deformation and frictional contact. The infinite multiplestrand (IMS) modelling approach-with three strands of beam elements per yarn-was found to offer the best balance between accuracy and computational cost. This was the simplest and fastest model capable of reproducing yarn splitting and yarn bridging, the two most common manufacturing defects when pinned mandrels are involved.
Braiding trials were conducted using thermoplastic sleeves produced via additive layer manufacture (ALM) as surrogates for metallic parts. The numerical models were verified successfully against experiments on the prediction of final braid angle and occurrence of manufacturing defects. Full model validation will require the identification, through independent experiments, of a number of unknowns (e.g. friction coefficients). However, the proposed modelling framework was shown to be numerically stable, robust and scalable, and therefore suitable for the 'virtual manufacturing' of candidate designs for braided hybrid joints.
The models presented here are equally suitable for the analysis of braided joints made of other material combinations, and work is currently ongoing on the simulation and physical testing of metallic end-fittings produced by ALM. 
